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Trinisys Announces Strategic Partnership with Professional Recovery Consultants, Inc.
Unique Offering Helps Healthcare Organizations going through System Implementations

Brentwood, TN (February 21, 2018) — Trinisys, Inc., a leading provider of enterprise data
migration, integration and web application solutions for the healthcare industry, announced today
that it has joined forces with Durham, NC-based Professional Recovery Consultants, Inc. “PRC,”
a premier provider of fast, efficient debt recovery and accounts receivable services.
With the partnership between Trinisys and PRC, healthcare organizations who typically have to
seek out a variety of solution providers in order to, not only find a cost-effective way to access
and manage historical patient records, but also to determine the best solution for legacy accounts
receivable management, can now rely on the joint expertise brought by Trinisys and PRC’s new
offering.
“Time and again, we find ourselves being asked for legacy accounts receivables solutions as part
of data management conversations. PRC is the right partner,” said Antoine Agassi,
CEO/President of Trinisys. “The PRC partnership allows us to offer a unique solution to help
organizations deal with two often overlooked elements of a major implementation – archiving
legacy systems and accounts receivable work down. The combined Trinisys-PRC offering solves
that by bringing greater depth of experience, expertise and budget relief to implementation
projects.”
The combined solution includes active archiving to capture ongoing A/R account activity and
incorporates that information into Trinisys ClearViewHRV®. Our unique approach frees
organizations to focus on system implementation and current accounts, while PRC handles
legacy accounts. Once the accounts receivables are resolved, historical accounts receivables are
preserved in Trinisys ClearViewHRV®. Combined, Trinisys and PRC can help healthcare
organizations and physician groups address both A/R work down and archives.
“We are excited to partner with Trinisys,” said Geoff Miller, president of PRC. “This partnership
allows both parties to focus on their true expertise. Our ability to effectively work down A/R
enables Trinisys customers a more complete solution for healthcare organizations.”

About Trinisys
Trinisys continues to change the way organizations approach enterprise data conversions, system
integrations, workflow automation and web application solutions. Our success is based on the
company’s philosophy and work culture that drives continuous innovation of quality software
that addresses real business challenges. The power of the Convergence platform allows
organizations to leverage intuitive integration capability with automated process and
workflow. Trinisys Clearview HRV (Historic Record Viewer) builds on the capabilities of
Convergence enabling comprehensive, efficient and secure legacy clinical system
conversions. For more information visit www.trinisys.com or www.trinisys.com/clearview

About PRC
Professional Recovery Consultants was founded in 1979 and has since grown to become a
premier provider of fast, efficient, and hassle-free debt recovery and accounts receivable services
for the healthcare industry. This growth has been a direct result of our concentration on client
service, while remaining on the cutting edge of new technology and collection technique
development.
PRC stresses the measurement of a collector’s productivity is not solely the amount of money
collected, but also sustaining positive customer relations on behalf of each of its clients. For
more information, visit prorecoveryinc.com.

